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Introduction 
In this paper we deal with the problem of finding integrals of a system S of n first- 
order differential equations: 
DYi =f/(y)  (i = 1, ..., n), Y = (Yl,---, Yn) 
where the f/ 's are infinite series of rational functions in y and K, the field of coeffi- 
cients, is a differential field (i.e., a field which is closed under the derivative 
operator D, for example d/dr). For a more precise description of the nature of the 
j~'s and the integrals of the system, we need the following. 
Consider the rational function field F = K(y). We may assign to each Yi any real 
number as its degree. Such an assignment defines a valuation o on the field F having 
the usual properties: 
(a) o(k)--0 for all k in K. 
(b) o(PQ) = o(P) + o(Q) for all P, Q e F. 
(c) o(P+ Q)>_min(o(P), o(Q)) for all P, QEF. 
This valuation has the further property: 
(d) If P, Q are w-homogeneous (in a sense to be defined in the text) and P+ Q~:0, 
then o(P+ Q) = min(o(P), o(Q)). 
Let Fo be the completion of F with respect o the given valuation; then F o con- 
tains all series of the form: 
t~  
U(y)= ~, Ust~)(Y), s(k)<s(k+ l), lim s(k)=oo, 
k=O k~ 
where U~tk)(y ) is a w-homogeneous element of 17 of value s(k). We refer to these 
series as w-graded series. We obtain an algorithm which yields all integrals of a 
system S which are w-graded series, provided S satisfies the following: 
(a) J~(y) is a o-graded series (i= 1, ... ,n). 
Co) o(fi(y)) >_ o(Yi) (i = 1, ..., n). 
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We note that (b) can always be satisfied, if K if a field of constants, by a change 
of parametrization (multiply each f,  by Q(y) such that o(f/) + o(Q) >_ o(yi), any in- 
tegral of the resulting system is also an integral of the given system). 
The following results are derived: 
(1) We show how to use the algorithm to find rational or exponential integrals 
(Examples 2, 3, 4). 
(2) For certain systems, which we call isobaric, we obtain sufficient conditions 
for the integrals of S to be generated by o-homogeneous integrals (Theorem 2). This 
generalizes a result of Bruns for the N-body problem and of R. Liouville for the 
Euler equations. 
(3) For some isobaric systems we obtain integrals in the form of series which are 
similar to the Lie series, but have the added advantage of being free of the indepen- 
dent variable t whenever K is free of t (Example 9). 
In many important problems of mechanics, there are auxiliary variables which 
satisfy algebraic relations (e.g., the distances rij between the masses Mi, M: in the 
N-body problem). To show that our results apply equally well to cases where there 
are algebraic relations among the variables y~,..., Yn, we included the first section 
called Algebraic Preliminaries, where we ~ive a detailed escription of the valuation 
and derive property (d). 
Finally, the algorithm and most of the results apply, equally well, to the problem 
of finding exponentials of a system S, that is we can deal with the more general 
problem of finding U(y) such that NU(y)=O, where N=D-a ,  aeK. 
It should be noted that the special case where the 3~'s are power series in y was 
treated byBirkhof f  (see [1, chapter 3]). He showed that if S satisfies certain condi- 
tions, then there exist n constants a~, ..., an for which one can use the method of 
undetermined coefficients to obtain n formal power series Ui(y) such that 
(D-ai)Ui(y)=O ( i= 1, ...,n). 
We wish to point out that the method used here to obtain o-graded series, which 
is analogous to the method used to find p-adic numbers that are solutions of a 
system of algebraic equations with integral coefficients, has the following ad- 
vantages: 
(a) The algorithm used here is easier to carry out. 
(b) Since the number of elements in F which are o-homogeneous of a given value 
is infinite, the method of undetermined coefficients can not be used to obtain in- 
tegrals or exponentials which are o-graded series that are not power series. 
(c) Even in the case where the 3~'s are power series, the system may possess in- 
tegrals or exponentials which are o-graded series that are not power series (e.g., the 
Euler equations of Example 5). 
o-Graded systems 
Algebraic preliminaries. Let K be a field of characteristics zero and let Yl, .--, Yn be 
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algebraically independent over K. Let c be an indeterminate in the following strong 
sense that c n, rt e ~, are linearly independent over the algebraic closure of K(y). 
For any a~, ... ,an belonging to IR let yc a denote (ylc ~', ... ,ync a") and let P(y)= 
A(y)/B(Y), A(y), B(y) eK[y] .  Let 
P( yc a) = A ( yca)/B( yc a) 
=C p 0(y)+ ~ Zi(Y)C t° no(y)+ ~, g j (y )c  
i=1 j=l 
where Ai(Y),Bj(y) ( i= 0, ... , s; j=0 , . . . , t )  are polynomials in K[y], 0<a~i<ogi+ l 
(i= l, ... , s -1 ) ,  0<f ly<pj+ 1 ( j= l , . . . , t -1 )  and Ao(Y)Bo(Y):#O. I f  we define 
o(P(y)) to be p and call H(y) o-homogeneous of value h whenever 
H(yc a) = chH(y), we obtain a valuation o on K(y) which is trivial on K and has the 
property: 
o(H1 + H2) = min(o(Hl), o(H2) (1) 
whenever/-/1, HE are o-homogeneous and H 1 + H 2 ~ 0. 
Let r be a root of the polynomial Q(y ,X)=Xm+ •7=10i(y) Xm- i  where Oi(y) 
(i = 1,..., m) belong to K(y) and Q(y, X)  is irreducible over K(y). Let there exist b 
such that Q(yc a, Xc b) = cmbQ(y, X )  (i.e., Q(y, X )  is o-homogeneous of value mb). 
We extend the valuation o to a valuation (still called o) on K(y,r)  as follows: 
for any A(y , r ) ,B(y , r )eK[y , r ]  let P(y , r )=A(y , r ) /B(y , r )  and let P(yc, rc)= 
cP(Ao(Y, r)+ ...)/(Bo(Y, r)+ ...) where the unlisted terms are of the form Ai(Y,  r)c ~°i, 
Bi(y,r)c Bi (0<t0i<09i+1; O<fli<fli+l), A i (y , r ) ,B i (y , r )eK(y , r )  and AoBo~0; 
then o(P(y, r)) =p. 
To show that the value assigned to P(y, r) is independent of its representation, 
let P(y, r) = U(y, r) and let U(yc a, rc b) = cU(Vo(y, r) + ...)/(Wo(y, r) + ...). Because 
Q(y,X)  is o-homogeneous, the mapping g of K(y,r) onto K(yc~,rcb), given by 
g(y) =yc a, g(r)= rc °, is an isomorphism over K. Thus Q(yc ~, rc b) = U(yc a, rc b) and 
Ao(y, r) Wo(y, r) + ... = cP-U(Vo(Y, r)Bo(Y, r) + ...) contradicting the fact that c is an 
indeterminate. Hence p = u and the valuation 0 on K(y, r) is well defined. Again, 
H(y, r) is called o-homogeneous of value h if H(yc a, rc °) = chH(y, r) and the valua- 
tion o has the stronger property o(Hl +//2)=min(o(Hl) ,  o(H2)) if HI, H2 are o- 
homogeneous and H1 + HE ~: 0. Note that this property implies that whenever a o- 
homogeneous element H(y, r) of value h is a root of an irreducible polynomial 
Q(y, x )  s i =~,i=oAi(Y)X (Ai(Y) belonging to K(y)), then Q(y,H(Y,r ) )  is o- 
homogeneous of value hs. Thus we may assume that the valuation o is extended to 
the field K(Yl, ..., Yn, r l , . . . ,  rm) where each r i is a root of an irreducible polynomial 
Pi(X) with coefficients in K(yl, ... ,y, , r l ,  ..., ri- l) such that Pi(X) (i= 1, . . . ,m) is 
o-homogeneous in X, Yl, ..., Yn, rl, ..., ri_ 1- (A more precise formal algebraic on- 
struction of these valuations is given in [5, Vol. 2, p. 1011.) We note that these valua- 
tions confer a grading on the ring K[yl, ... ,Yn, rl, ".', rm]" We shall, therefore, refer 
to these valuations as graded valuations. 
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Let u be a graded valuation on the field F = K(y l, ... ,Yn, rl, ..., rm) and let F o be 
the completion of  F with respect o u. Let 
OO 
V(y, r) = ~ Qs(k), 
k=O 
where Q~k)is a v-homogeneous element of  F of value s(k) ,s (k )<s(k+l )  and 
limk--,oo s(k)= oo, then U(y, r) belongs to Fo. It is not difficult to show that the set 
of all such series U(y, r) equals F o. We refer to the series U(y, r) as u-graded series. 
We suppose henceforth that K is a differential field (ordinary), that is, that there 
is a given derivation on K which we denote by D. (For example K can consist of 
functions of t and D could then be d/tit.) We may extend D to a derivation (also 
called D)  on F into F o by first extending D to K(y) given by Oy i = Pi(Y, r), Pi(Y, r) 
belonging to F o ( i= 1, ..., n); the extension to F is then uniquely determined. This 
extension is thus defined by the system: 
DYi = Pi(Y, r) (i = 1, ..., n), 
S: 
Qj(r j ;y l , . . . ,yn,  r l , . . . , r j_ l )=O ( j=  1,..., m) 
where the Qj's ( j  = 1,... ,  m) are the defining polynomials of the rj's. When this is 
the case we say that (y, r) is a solution of the system S. 
We note that then D extends in an obvious way to a derivation of F o that we still 
denote by D. 
To simplify the notat ion we shall use Yn + i for r i (i = 1,..., m) and K(y) instead of 
K(y, r). 
u-Graded systems. Let K be as above and let F = K(y), y = (y], ..., Yn; Yn + 1,---, Y, + m) 
where Yl,-.-, Y, are algebraically independent over K and y,+j is a root of the ir- 
reducible polynomial Qj(Yl , . . . ,  Y, +j- 1, X)  ( j  = 1, ..., m). Let u be a graded valua- 
t ion on F. Let y be a solution of the system: 
DYi - Mi(Y) = Pi( y ) (i = 1, ... , n), 
S: 
Q)(yl , . . . ,yn+j_l ,yn+j)=O ( j= 1,..., m) 
where Pi(Y) is a v-graded series, M/(y) is a v-homogeneous element of  F and 
u(Mi(y)) = v(y  i) < u (P i (y ) )  (i = 1, ...,/7). Then S is called a u-graded system. 
We show that 
Dyi -M i (Y )=P i (y )  ( i -n+ 1 , . . . ,n+m)  
where Mi(Y) is u-homogeneous, Pi(Y) is a v-graded series and v(Mi)= v(Yi)< v(Pi) 
( i=n+ 1, ..., n+m).  For, assuming that i< j<m and that the statement holds for 
n < i < n + j -  1, and differentiating Qj(Yl , . . . ,  Yn +y- ], Yn +j) = 0 we get 
( OQj n+j-I n+j-l :OQJ~oy i _ (OQJ~(mi.~ Pi) . . y° . - _  - = = 
\OYn+j,] " t21 k OYi/l t 21 ~k Oyi/l 
so that 
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n+j-1 
Dyn+J=-  ,~l (OQJ~Mi / (  OQJ~-n+~- ' (OQJ~P i / (  OQj 
"= \ OYiJ /\OYn+jJ i=1 \ OYiJ /\OYn+j,]" 
Denoting the latter two sums by M,, +j, P ,  +;, we see that M, +j is v-homogeneous 
of value min(v(Qj ) -  v(yi) + v(Mi) - v(Qj) + v(y,, +j)) = v(y,, +j). Similarly, v(P,, +j) = 
min(v(Qj) - v(yi) + v(Pi) - v(Qj) + v(y,, +j)) > v(y,, +j) where the minimum is taken 
over O<i<_n+j - I .  We thus have DYi -M i (Y )=P i (y )  ( i= l , . . . ,n+m)  where 
Mi(Y) is v-homogeneous and v(Mi(y))= v(yi)< v(Pi(y)). 
A similar argument shows that if H(y)  is a v-homogeneous element of F, then 
DH( y) - Mn(  Y ) = PH( Y) 
where MH(Y) is v-homogeneous and v(Mic(y))= v(H(y))< v(PI4(Y)). 
Example 1. Restricted three body problem (see [4, p. 350]). 
D 2X- -  2Dy - x = (u - 1)(x + u)r~ 3 _ U(X ÷ U -- i )F  2 3, 
D2y + 2Dx-  y = (u - 1)yrl 3 - uyr2  3, 
r2 = (x + u)2 + y 2, r~ = (x + u -1)Z + y 2. 
(2) 
S: Dyl-Y2=O, 
DY2 -- 2Y4 -Y l  = (U -- 1)(y 1 + u)(y 2 + 2uy 1 +/ /2) -3 /2  
- u (y  I + u - 1)(y 2 + 2(u - 1)Yl + (u - 1)2) -3/2 
= - y ly ;  3 + u(// - 1)((-  9yl /2y55 ) + (15 y~ /Ey7 ) ) + .'' , 
DY3 - )4  =0,  
DY4 + 2Y2 -Y3 = (u - 1)Y3(y s + 2uyl + u2) -3/2 - uY3(Y~ + 2(u ~ 1)y I + (u - 1)2) -3/2 
= -ya /y  3 + u(u -  1)((-  3Y3/2Y 5) + (15yEy3/2y7)) + ..., 
y2 2 2 
--Yl --Y3 =0 
where we used the binomial expansion of (y25+2uyl ÷U2) -3/2, (y2q-2(U- - l )y  I ÷ 
(U -  1)2) -3/2. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a o-graded system, let U= ~ff=0 Us(e) be a v-graded series, let 
Tq= q-1 k = o Us(k), let N= D-  a (a e K) and let NU = O. Then v(NTq) >_ s(q) fo r  all q. 
Proof. Suppose for some q, v(NTq)=p<s(q) .  Then for any positive integer r, 
Let x=y 1, Dx=y2,  Y=Y3, By=Y4,  x2+y2=y g and let K= IR(u) where u is a 
transcendental constant over the real numbers [R. Let F=K(y l , . . . , ys )  and let 
v(Yi) =-1 (i= 1,...,5). This defines a graded valuation on F and the v-graded 
system is given by 
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(P (  gq+r-I )) O(gZq+r) = min , o ~ Uak) =p,  k=q 
for by (2) o(NUak))>_s(k), contradicting the fact that NU=O (that is, that {NTq} 
is a null sequence). Hence o(NTq)>_s(q) for all q. We may, thus, write 
NTq =Es(q)+ terms of value greater than s(q) (3) 
where NTo = Es(0)= 0 and Es(q) is w-homogeneous of value s(q) if q> 0. 
In what follows we obtain an algorithm for finding all w-graded series U(y) such 
that NU = 0, where y is a solution of a o-graded systems and N= D-  a (a an element 
of K). When N= D (that is, a = 0), then such a U is an integral of the system S. 
The Algorithm. With each field F = K(y), where y is a solution of the o-graded 
system: 
OYi - Mi(Y) = Pi( y ) (i= 1,.. . ,n), 
S: 
Qj(yl , . . . ,Yn+j_l ,Yn+j)=O ( j=  1, ..., m), 
we associate a field F=K(2)  and an isomorphism co of F onto F given by 
og(Q(y)) = Q(y)  where y is a solution of the system 
DYi -M i (2 )=O (i= 1, ..., n), 
S: 
Qj(.~l,...,.~n+j_l,.~n+j)--~-O ( j=  1, ..., m). 
We make use of (2) to obtain the following formulas: 
DH(y)  = MH(Y) + Pn(Y)  = W(MH(Y)) + PH(Y) = to(DH(2)) + PH(Y), 
more generally 
NH( y) = o9 (NH( y)) + Pn ( Y) (4) 
where H(y) is a o-homogeneous element of F. 
Theorem 1. Let S be a o-graded system, aeK  and g=D-a ;  let U= ~=o Us~k)(Y) 
be a o-graded series such that NU= O. Then 
NU~q)(y)+E~q)(2)=O, O<q, 
where Es~q)(Y) is as in (3). Conversely, let (3) hold for  some q>O and let there exist 
an element V(y) in F such that NV(2)  + Es(q)(2) = 0; then i f  we set Us(q)(y ) = V(y), 
we have o(NTq + 1) > s(q). 
Proof. 
NTq + l = NTq + NUstq)(y) = NTq + Nw(Ustq)(2)), which by (3), (4) 
=E~q)( y) + og(NUscq)(Y)) +terms of value >s(q) 
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= co(Es(q)(37) +NUs(q)(37)) + terms of value >s(q). 
Thus, o(NTq+ l) is greater than s(q) if and only if 
NUs(q) (37) + Es(q) (37) = O. (5) 
Theorem 1 reduces the problem of finding all o-graded series U such that NU= 0 
to the problem of solving the first-order linear differential equations, given by (5), 
in F. We illustrate the algorithm and its limitations by a few simple examples. 
Example 2. An integral of the system: Dy I =y2, Dy2=yly22 is easily obtained by 
separation of variables. However, this example provides a simple illustration of the 
importance of choosing the proper valuation to obtain an integral. 
(a) Let K be a field of constants and let F=K(yl ,y2).  Let o(yl)=2 , o(y2)= 1. 
This gives a o-graded system S: 
S: Dy, - y22 = 0, DY2= yly32" ~: D37, -372=0, D372 = 0. 
To obtain an integral U= ~k~0 Us(k)(Y) of S we must find a solution of (5) (with 
N=D), in ~', for al q_0 ,  to obtain a o-homogeneous element of F: Us(q)= 
-ogjEs(q)(37 ) dt. We thus get 
Us(o)(y)=y~ (a an integer), Oy~=aYly~+2=Es(1)(y). 
Us(l)(Y)=-og l aYl y~+ 2 dt=-og(afi~ l Yl dYl) =-(a/2)y2y~, 
thus (Tq as in Lemma 1) 
T2=Y~-(a/2)y2y~, DT2=-(a2/2)y~y~+2=Es(2)(y ). 
Us(2) = - 09 1 - (a2/2)y~y~ + 2 dt= (a 2/2 × 4)y4y~. 
Continuing in this manner we get 
and 
Us(q) (y) --- ( -  1 )q (a q/2 qq!)y~y~ 
oo  
U= ~ Us(q)= y~ exp(-(a/2)y 2)
q=O 
is an integral of S. 
(b) Let F be as in (a) and let o(Yl)= o(Y2)= 1, the o-graded system is 
S: Dy 1 = y2, DY2= yly3. S: Dill =0,  D372 = 0. 
To satisfy (5) any o-homogeneous element of F can be picked for Us(o)(y ).
However, if any element, but a power of Y2 is picked, (5) has no solution and the 
series cannot be coninued. For any q___ 1 Es(q)(y) must be zero if (5) is to have a 
solution in F and then any element of F is a solution and our algorithm is of no help. 
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(c) Let K=R(t)  (i.e., rational functions of t with real coefficients), let 
F=K(y l ,y2)  and let v(y l )= v(y2)= 1. S, $ are given by 
S: By1 = y~, Dy2 =Yl Y~. S: D.Pl = O, BY2 = O. 
We may pick any v-homogeneous element of F for Us(o)(Y), continue our algorithm 
and obtain an integral of S which is a modified Lie series. 
Let K be a field of constants and let F = K(yl, ..., Yn)" A system S of differential 
equations is called a multinomial system if it is of the form: 
/ .  
OYi--Yi E cijMj (i= 1, . . . ,  n) 
j=0 
where Mj= [IT=ly~ j' and hji, c 0 (i= 1,...,n;j=O,...,r) are elements of K. 
If we denote the monomial Mj by yHj where/-/j = (hjl, ..., hj,) (j=O, ..., r) and 
write C 2 for (eli, ..., Cni), then S has the following vector form: 
r 
Dy=y E Cj YHJ. 
j=O 
The derivative of a monomial yX where X= (xl,...,  xn) is given by 
t /7 
Dyx= yX ~ (X, Cj)yH~, (X, Cj)= ~., xicij. 
j=0 i=1 
We are going to apply our algorithm to multinomial systems S which are v-graded 
to obtain integrals of S which are linear combinations (possibly infinite) of 
monomials with coefficients in K. 
Let v be a valuation on F such that O<_v(yHi)<v(Y Hj+I) ( j=0 ,  ... , r -  1) and let 
the hji's be integers. There is no loss of generality in the assumption that H0 is the 
zero vector. For, we can define a new derivation D* on F given by D*= Y-n°D 
and get a new system 
r 
S*: D*y=y ~, CjY AJ (Aj=I-Ij-Ho) ( j=O,. . . , r ) .  
j=O 
Since any integral of S* is an integral of S, we may assume that our v-graded multi- 
nomial system S is given by: 
I" 
S: Dy-Coy=y ~ CjY Hi, S: D.p-C0Y=0. 
j=0 
Since DFx= (X, Co)~ "x we get l YX= YX/( X, Co) provided (X, Co) :#0. 
Example 3. Let the multinomial v-graded system be: 
S: Dy-  Coy =y(CI yn, + C2 yH2), S: Dy-  CoY = O. 
In addition we make the following simplifying assumptions: (1) n >_ 3. (2) Co, el, C2 
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are linearly independent over K. (3) (H1, Co)¢0. 
Let U= ~,~0 Ust,)(y) be an integral of S where U~,)(y) is a linear combination 
of monomials for all k_0 .  By (5) DUso)(Y)= 0. Let UsO)(Y)= Ys, then we must 
have (B, Co) =0. Thus TI = y8 and DT1 = (B, CI)yB+H'+ (B, C2)yB+HL Hence the 
condition (B, Co)= (B, C1)= (B, C2)= 0 is necessary and sufficient for a monomial 
yB to be an integral of S. 
Let (B, CI)¢0; then (B, CI)yB+u'=Es(I)(y ) and by (5) Uso)(y)=-o)~Eso)(y)= 
-(B, C1)(H1, Co) -l yS+ U, and T2 = yS_  (B, C1)(HI, Co) -1 yB+ U,. 
DT2 = (B, C2) yB+ 142_ (B, C1)(H1, Co) -1 ((B + H1, C1) YB+ 2H, 
+ (B + H1, C2) yB+ H'+ I-6. 
For T2 to be an integral of S, B must be a solution of the linear system: (B, Co) = 0, 
(B, CE)=0, (B, C1)=-(HI,CI)  and S must satisfy the conditions: (HI,C2)=0, 
(//1, C1) :/=0. Thus S has a binomial integral if S satisfies the following: 
(1) Co, C1, C2 are linearly independent over K. (2) (/-/i, (70)¢0. (3) (H~, Ca)#:0. 
(4) (HI, C2) =0- 
Suppose (Ha, C2)¢0. Then there are two cases to consider: 
(a) B is as above, i.e., (B, Co)=(B, C2)=O, (B, C I )=-(Ha,C a) and DT2= 
Ea2)(y)= -(B, Ca)(Ha, Co)-a(Ha Cz) Y s+u~+H~ Hence 
.I Es(z) (Y) = (B' Ca )(Ha , C0)-I (Ha, Cz)(HI + H2, Co)- I Y ~ + n' + t12. U 2)(Y) = 
Denoting here the coefficient of yB+H~+H2 by d, we get 
7"3 = yS_  (B, CO(Ha, Co) -a yS+U, + dys+U~+u2 and 
DT3 = d((H2, C I) yB+ 2U, +us + (H l + H2 ' C2 ) yB+U, + ~H2). 
Thus T 3 is an integral of S if: (1) (H2, Ca)=0. (2) (HI+H2, C2)=O. 
(3) (Ha, Co)(Hl +HE, Co)¢0. (4) Co, Ca, C2 are linearly independent over K. 
(b) B satisfies the following: 
(B, Co)=0, (B, C1)= - (H  a , Ca), (B, C2)= -(H2, C2). 
Then 
X 
773 = yB  (B, Cl ) (H  1, Co) -1 yB+H,_ (B, C2)(H2, Co) -1 yB+H2 and 
DT3=-((B, C1)(B + H 1 , C2)(H l , C0) -1 +(B, C2)(B + H 2, CI)(H z, Co)-a)Y B+u'+u2. 
Setting DT 3 equal to zero and making use of the equations which B satisfies we get 
T3 is an integral of S if the following hold: 
(1) (HI, C1)(H2, Co)(H2-HI, C2)+ (H2, C2)(H1, Co)(H2-HI, el)  = 0. 
(2) (Ha, C0)(H2, Co)#=0. (3) C 0, C 1, C 2 are linearly independent over K. 
Finally, let S satisfy the following conditions: (1) (Ha,Ca)=O. (2) (H1,C2)=0. 
(3) (Ha,C0)¢0. Then we choose B such that (B, Co)=0, (B, Cz)=0, (B, CI)¢0, to 
give us 
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Thus 
DT 2 = -(B, CI)2(H1, Co)-I Y B+ 2H' =Es(2) and 
Us(2) (y)  = - co f Es(2) ('p) = (B, C 1 )2 yB + 2Hi/(2(H1, Co) 2 ). 
T3 = YB(1 - (B, CI ) Y H' /(HI , Co) + (B, CI )2 y 2H' /2(HI , C0)2). 
Continuing in this manner we get 
q-1 
T =r" E 
i=0 
( -  B, CI )i y iHt/(i ! (H 1 , C O )i) 
and U=limq~oo Tq= Y8 exp(-(B, CI)Yn'/(HI, Co)) is an integral of S. 
Example 4 (Generalization of the Bernoulli equation). Let Ai(t), Bi(t) (i = 1,..., n) 
belong to K and let K be closed under integration and exponentiation. Let 
F = K(Yl, ...,Yn) and let S be given by 
S: Dyi - D(Ai(t))yi = Bi(t)Yi Y"  (i = 1,..., n), H= (hi, ..., hn). 
Choose o(Yi) such that o(Y n) is positive, then S is a o-graded system with 
S: By  i - D(Ai(t)) .P i = 0 (i = 1,..., n). 
The integrals of S are generated by .~i exp(-Ai(t)) (i = 1, ..., n). To find an integral 
U of S, we let Tl=Uso)(y)=yCexp(( -C,A(t) ) ) ,  C to be determined, 
(C, A(t)) = ~in l  c iZ i ( t ) .  
DTI = yC+ H(C ' B(t)) exp((- C, A(t)) = EsO)(Y). 
If we, now, let C=-H,  then DTI becomes an element of K and since K is closed 
under integration, we may set 
= .I (H, B(t)) exp((H, A(t))) dt Us(I)(Y) 
and U= Y-H exp((H, A(t))) + ~(H, B(t)) exp((H, A(t))) dt is an integral of S. 
We note that the case of n = 1, hi =-1  yields the usual solution of the linear in- 
homogeneous equation and the case of n = 1 and hi ~-1 ,0  yields the solution to 
the Bernoulli equation. 
Example 5 (Euler equations of motion of a solid about a fixed point). Let K be a 
field of constants containing Ai, ai (i = 1, 2, 3), mg. Let F = K(Pl, P2, P3; ill, f12, f13) 
and let o(P i )= O(fli)= 1 (i= 1, 2, 3). Then the Euler equations are given by the o- 
graded system: 
~ DPi  - mg(a i  + 2fli + 1 - ai + l fli + 2 ) /A  i = (A  i + 1 - A i + 2)Pi + lPi  + 2 /A  i, 
S: (.Dfli =fl i+ IPi+2 --~i+2Pi+ 1 (i= 1, 2, 3; i+ 3 = i), 
S: DP i -mg(a i+2Bi+ l -a i+ lB i+2) /A i=O,  DB i=O ( i= 1,2,3). 
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S has three rational integrals: 
3 3 
I i=2mg ~ aifli+ ~ AlP 2, 
i= l  i= l  
3 3 
12= E Aipi~i, 13 = E f12. 
i=1 i= l  
To show that S has two more integrals which are v-graded series we first show that 
the ring K(,81, P2, ~3)[Pl,P2,P3] is closed under integration. This follows from the 
fact that ~pn dt=AiP,~+l/mg~i(n+ 1) where 6i=ai+2~i+l-ai+l~i+2, fli are con- 
stants and the j pift dt =PiJ a d t -  j (Ai/mg6~J a dt) dt (integration by parts), thus if 
a belongs to a subring of K(~z,flz, ~3)[Pl,P2,P3] which is closed under integration 
so does pit~. Also, K(fll,flz, fl3)[p~,p2,p3 ] is closed under differentiation. Thus if 
Us(o)(~,P) =fli we can continue the algorithm to obtain a o-graded series which is 
an integral of S. We compute the first two terms of 14, 15: Let Us(o) = fli = 7"1; then 
DTI = fli+ lPi+ 2 - fli+ 2Pi+ l = Es( l )  (/~, P ) .  
Uso)(fl' P)= -°91 (~i+ lPi+ 2-  ]~i+ 2Pi+1) dt 
l -1 A =-(2mg) -  (fli+lAi+2Pi+2bi+2-fli+2 i+lPi+ibTll). 
-1 
13 + i =,8i - (2mg)-1 (Zi+ 2fli+ l Pi+ 2bi-+12 - Ai+ 1/~i+ 2Pi+ lbi+ 1) +""  (i = 1, 2). 
Let S be a o-graded system given by Dyi =Pi(Y) (i= 1, ..., n) (i.e., Mi(Y) =0). Let 
K be a field of constants. Then S: D.P i = 0 (i = 1, . . . ,  n )  and F is a field of constants. 
Let U= ]~k--0 Ustk)(Y) be an integral of S. By Theorem 1, DUstq)(y)+Estq)(y)=0, 
but this equation has a solution in F if and only if Estq)(Y)= 0 and the solution, 
when it exists, can be any element of ~'. It follows that Es(q)(y ) -----0 for all q>_0 and 
equation (5) yields no information about Us(q)(y ). 
However, Bruns (see [3, p. 361]), in his treatment of the N-body problem showed 
that when F is a field of constants and Pi(Y) is o-homogeneous such that 
o(Pi(Y)) = o(Yi) +P for i = 1, ..., n, then the system S is invariant under the transfor- 
mation: yi--~yi c°(yi), t~tc  -p. This implies that the integrals of S are generated by 
0-homogeneous integrals. 
In what follows we generalize this result to systems that are not left invariant by 
the Bruns transformation. 
Isobaric o-graded systems. Let S be a o-graded system given by 
S: DY i -M i (y )=Y iQ i (y )  (i= 1, ..., n) 
and let Qi(Y) be o-homogeneous of value p ( i= 1, ...,n). Then S is called an 
isobaric o-graded system. 
1.emma 2. Let F = K(y) and let YI,-.-, Yn be algebraically independent over K. Let 
G, the subfield of constants of F, be generated by monomials in Yl,..., Yn. Let g 
belong to G. Then yiag/ayi belongs to G (i = 1,..., n). 
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Proof. Lemma 2, certainly holds ifg is a monomial, but the set for which the lemma 
holds, is a field containing K and the generators of G. Thus it holds for all of G. 
Theorem 2. Let S be an isobaric o-graded system and consider the operator 
= ~inl~iQi(.p)O/O.pi  Let (~ be the subfieM of  constants o fF ,  let KCt~, let A(2, 
be a subset of(?, and let t not belong to F. Then the integrals o f  S form an extension 
o f  K that is generated by v-homogeneous integrals. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if U= ~0 Ustk)(Y) is an integral of S, then 
Ustoi(Y) is an integral of S. By (5) of Theorem 1 we have DUs(oi(Y)=0 and by 
formula (4) 
DUsto)(Y) = og(DUsto)(Y)) +A Usto)(Y) = A Usto)(Y) = E~o)(Y). 
Since zig belongs to G, EsO)(Y) belongs to (~ and by (5) DUso)(y)+Eso)(y)=0, 
but, because t does not belong to F, this equation has a solution in $" if and only 
if Es~x)(y)=Es~l)(y)=DUs~o)(y)=0. Thus Usto)(Y) is an integral of S. 
Corollary 1 (Bruns' Theorem). Let S be an isobaric o-graded system and let (~ = 
(i.e., Mi (y)= O, i = 1, ..., n). Then all the rational integrals o f  S are generated by o- 
homogeneous integrals. 
Example 6 (N-body problem). Let us denote the coordinates xi, Yi, zi and their 
derivatives by Xio, Xil, Yio, Yil, Zio, Zil respectively and consider the system: 
N 
OXio= Xil , Dxil = ~ Mj(x jo-  Xio)rff 3 
j ¢ i  
N 
Let 
DYio = Yi 1, E Mi(yjo-Y o)r j 3 (i= 1, ..., N; j¢ i ) ,  
j~ i  
N 
DZio= Zil , OZil = ~ Mj(z jo-  Zio)rif 3 
j# i  
roDr i  j = (Xio - Xjo)(xil - Xjl ) + ( Yio - Yjo)( Yil - Yj l  ) + (Zio - -  Z jo ) (Z i l  - -  Zjl ), 
r2=(Xio- -XjO)2 +(Yio- -Y jo)2-F(Zio- -Z jo)  2 ( i=  l , . . . ,N ; j> i ) .  
O(Xio ) = o(Yio ) = O(Zio ) -- o(r~i ) = -2 ,  
o(Xil) = o(Y i l )  = o(Zil) = 1. 
Under this valuation, S is an isobaric o-graded system with p = 3. Hence all the in- 
tegrals of S which are o-graded series (in particular, if they are rational functions) 
are generated by o-homogeneous integrals. 
Similarly, if S is the system given by the Euler equations (Example 5) and the 
valuation is given by o(P i ) - "  1, O(fli)= 2 (i = 1, 2, 3), then S becomes an isobaric o- 
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graded system and all the integrals of S which are o-graded series are generated by 
v-homogeneous integrals. Note, however, that S has additional integrals which are 
o-graded series with respect o a different valuation (e.g., 14, I 5 of Example 5). This 
result is due to R. Liouville (see [2, p. 55]). 
Corollary 2. Let S be an isobaric o-graded system given by: 
S: Dyi-Mi(Y)=YiQi(y),  o(Qi(y))=p (i= 1,...,n). 
Let G, the subfield of  constants of  F, be generated by monomials in (y), let t not 
belong to F and let Qi(y) belong to G (i = 1, ..., n). Then all the integrals o rs  which 
are o-graded series are generated by o-homogeneous integrals. 
Proof. Let g belong to G, by the above lemma YiDg/0Yi belongs to G, thus 
n n 
rig= ~ YiQi(Y)Og/OYi = ~, Qi(Y)yiOg/OYi 
i=1 i=1 
belongs to (~. 
Example 7. Let K be the real number system and let M belong to K n, M~=0 (the 
case of M= 0 is covered by Corollary 1) and let W be the vector space which is nor- 
mal to M. Let H 1, ..., Hn_ l be a basis for W. Let S be given by: 
S: DYi_miYi=YiQi(yH~, ..., yHn_~) (i= 1, ...,n), M=(ml,  ...,mn). 
Let v be a valuation on F such that o(Qi)=p > 0 (i = 1,..., n). Then all the integrals 
of S which are o-graded series are generated by o-homogeneous integrals. (Note that 
S is not left invariant by the Bruns transformation.) For, S is an isobaric o-graded 
system and, since S is given by Dy-My=O and the YHi's are in G. Also, t does 
not belong to F since y~ is either an exponential in t or is a constant. 
Let S be an isobaric o-graded system, let N=D-a ,  aeK,  let 
n n 
A-  ~, yiQi(y)O/Oyi, A= ~ YiQi(y)o/oyi. 
i=1 i=1 
Then if H(y) is a o-homogeneous element of F, we have 
/7 
Nit (y)= ~, Mi(Y)Oil/cgYi-ail(y)+ Ai l(y)=a~NH(y)+ AH(y). (6) 
i=1 
Let Nil(y)= 0. Then the algorithm of Theorem 4 suggests that 
oo 
U(y)= ~ (--1)k~(N-l~)kH(y) 
k=O 
is an integral of S. While, in general, this series is not well defined since N -l is not 
defined. In some cases, however, this problem can be avoided by defining a subset 
~¢ of ~' as follows: 
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(a) 3~ belongs to W for all ~ in W. 
(b) The equation NX= ¢v has a solution in W for all ~ in W. 
(c) There exists a mapping of "¢¢ into V¢ which assigns to each ~ in "¢¢ an element 
~(r9) in W such that D~ = ~. 
For any ~ in V¢ we define N-l(rg) to be 2(~). We, now, show directly that 
NU(y) = 0. For, 
NU(y)= ~ (-1)kNm(N-13)kH(y) 
k=O 
Go O0 
= ~ (-1)kmN(N-13)kH(y)+ ~ (-1)kAog(N-IA)kH(.P) 
k=O k=O 
(by (6)) 
= ~ (-1)kmA(N-1A)k-IH(.P)+ ~ (-1)kco3(N-13)kH(Y) 
k=l  k=O 
Oo 
= ~ ( -  1) k+ log,d(N-13)kH(y) + (-  1)km3(N-1A)kH(.p) = O. 
k=O 
Example 8. Let K be a field of constants, let a o-graded system be given as follows: 
S: Dyi=YiQi(Y), Oi(y) o-homogeneous of value p>0 (i= 1,...,n), 
S: D2i = 0, let N= D. 
S is an isobaric o-graded system and by Corollary 1, all the integrals of S which are o- 
graded series are generated by o-homogeneous integrals. Now, let us adjoin t to K, 
so that F =K(t)(y) and ~'=K(t)(y). Let W = K(y)[t] and let N-1A(y)ts= ~A(y)t s dt = 
A(y)ts+l/(s+l). Let H(y) be any o-homogeneous element of K(y). Then 
(D-1A )kH(.P) = tkAkH(.P)/k! and U(y) = Ek°°_O (-  1)ktkAkH(y)/k! = exp(-tAn<y)) is 
an integral of S. These are the well known Lie series for the integrals of S (see [2, 
p. 121]). 
Example 9. Let K be the real number system and let S: DYi-ciYi=YiQi(y), let 
o(yi) = ci, S=DYi - c iY i  = O, Qi(Y) o-homogeneous of value p> 0, ci eK  (i = 1, ..., n). 
S is an isobaric o-graded system. Let H(y) be o-homogeneous of value h, 
then DH(y)=hH(y). We may, therefore, define D-IH(y) to be H(y)/h if h~:0. 
Let A(y) be o-homogeneous of value 0. Then DA(y)=O and (D-1A)kA(y)= 
AkA(y)/(k!pk). Hence the o-graded series 
GO 
U(y) :  ~ (-1)kAkA(y)/(k!pk)=e-t'a/P)A(y) 
k=O 
is an integral of S. 
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